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Hey Everybody, it’s Wagz!!I love when teams perform and as a result win!!And there are characteristics of those teams and the organizations that they belong to that I have learned are consistent … in sports as well as in business.In business, teams that keep the world going round embrace high performance and GSD!!
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Before we get started, though, I would like to thank everyone involved with this wonderful event.Every time I get a chance to speak to people who have an interest in the art and science of managing projects, programs, portfolios, and the like, I get excited. I get excited, because I know that you, the audience, are like-minded to me. And I know you have some of your own thoughts that relate to the topics and your own experiences that will resonate with the others that are here in this session.I encourage you to share your thoughts and experiences in the chat window. We have a person monitoring the chat to help ensure that if something should be brought up by me during the discussion, I will do it. If something is relevant, but could wait until the Q&A portion towards the end of the session, the chat moderator will put it in the parking lot until we get to that Q&A portion of the session.
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Before we get started, I’d like to throw out some fun facts to get our brains thinking.I was talking to my oldest granddaughter last weekend. She is really into science. And although she is 9 years old, about to turn 10 soon, she comes up with some really good questions that lead to interesting discussions and facts. I’m really fortunate to have such a curious and thought-provoking granddaughter.We were talking about maps, the Earth and compass direction. The discussion led to about how North is always on the top of a map, but from our perspective North is actually a direction perpendicular to ourselves when we are standing on the Earth.That then led to how large the Earth is.[ Click to show Google. ]And what I find awesome in this day and age is that we all have these super-powerful information-gathering devices in our hands that have access to libraries of data. So, we Googled and learned that the Earth’s circumference, or the distance around the entire planet, is 24,901 miles at the equator.[ Click to show Sharpie and purple line at equator, then purple line at Miami latitude., then remove Sharpie marker. ]In other words, if I were to take a huge Sharpie marker and draw a line on the ground at the equator, that line would be 24,901 miles long. By the way, the line at the latitude where Miami is would be 22,426 miles in case you were wondering.Then my granddaughter said and asked, “Well, then that means we are going faster than 1,000 miles per hour. How do we not fly off the Earth?”[ Click to show “WHAAAAT?” Minion. ]And that was my invitation to talk science with her.
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First, I talked about the force of gravity keeping us on Earth and its 9.8 meters per second squared value, which I remembered from my physics classes.[ Click to show Google., then the Rotation/Revolution animation, then show the Angular Velocity diagram, show Angular Velocity Force text and equations. ]We then went back to our super-powerful information-gathering device and Google showed us what we needed to do and provided an equation that would help answer the question my granddaughter had.And based upon our knowledge of what Earth’s circumference is, we calculated that the centripetal force, which would be how we would fly off, is only 0.038 meters per second squared primarily because the Earth is so large.[ Click to show ‘9.8 m/s2 > …” text. ]Thus, the force keeping us attached to the Earth is much greater than the force trying to throw us off even though we are traveling around 1,000 miles per hour.And that is my Fun Fact for the day.
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As far as a little about myself and my journey from[ Show picture of me as a little boy. ]a young boy just starting to learn about the wonders of technology[ Show picture of me in front of a large group. ]to my more recent in-person presentations in early 2020 before COVID locked us all down.And if there was a stage between,[ Show picture of me in my cap and gown. ]I would say it was when I graduated university with my computer science and engineering degree.Along that journey from that young boy with wondrous curiosity to the professional I am today, my parents, an engineer at a large corporation climbing up the management ladder and an inner-city high school mathematics and biology teacher would raise questions about interesting things like “Why don’t we fly off the Earth?” They also provided me with a fair amount of information using books, magazines, and newspapers, and stoked the fire of curiosity that I had.
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I have been blessed in my career to have been involved with many transformational teams that required and successfully performed at a high performance. For instance, …a team that reengineered the way a large multi-billion dollar corporation went to market that ultimately resulted in the implementation of SAP;a team that started a company that eventually played a leading role in transforming the industrial automation industry during the 3.0 revolution; a team that led 200 vendors through an automotive manufacturing facility stand-up creating a revolutionary maintenance management system;a team that transformed a successful family-owned manufacturing company through an acquisition that made the family billionaires;a team that transformed many small, unique independent acquired businesses into a standardized, compliant set of branches for a multi-billion dollar corporation;a team that changed the way a building materials manufacturing company used technology to promote, market, price, sell, order, and build products from manufacturing to fabrication to distribution and through installation; and a team that was part of a fast-growing SaaS and PaaS cloud-focused solution provider that eventually was acquired by the largest IT services company in the world.
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And what I have done throughout that time has been being curious and paying close attention to what particular things made a difference. And by following the footsteps to the common paths and researching what I was witnessing, I began to use those particular make-a-difference things to influence wherever I was to help myself achieve most effectively as well as help others on my team achieve most effectively, and even help my organization achieve most effectively through their teams’ success all the way through celebrations.
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So, during the time I have with you, I want to present some ideas to all of you about what I personally observed through my career as well as some research that I discovered that provided me a better understanding of what I had observed.
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And finally I plan to present some concepts, tools, and techniques that after some picking of each others’ brains, my collaboration partners and I came up with and created and implemented to help individual team members, teams, and thus organizations become more successful.
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So let’s get started.First, let me ask a rhetorical question. How many types of team members exist?Well, it depends on who you ask.If you asked Mr. Belbin, there are 9 distinct team roles. If you asked the mother-daughter team of Myers and Briggs, there are 16 distinct personality types. If you asked Mr. Anderson, he would tell you there are four types of organizational team members. And if you asked Mr. Hansen and Mr. Allen, they would cite the four types of team members as described in their book.Let’s take a quick look at each of these specific approaches.
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Meredith Belbin did a great deal of research that culminated in his Team Role Theory as explained in his 1981 book, “Management Teams: Why they succeed or fail”.Belbin described the 9 distinct team roles with specific expected behaviors and risks associated with those who play those roles on a team. His theory also segregated those roles into three categories of roles. Something to note, though, is that some people take on multiple roles on a team and even can exist in more than one category if their personality versatility can manage it.The performance of a team depends on what the team’s goals are versus having the right roles to achieve the particular goal. The more roles, the more achievement is possible.
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Katherine Briggs and her daughter Isabel Briggs-Myers originally came up with a strategy to identify a woman’s personality to fit her into the appropriate kind of job during World War II when many of the men went off to war and jobs needed to be filled to support the economy and war effort.The Myers-Briggs model is based upon four distinct dimensions with two corresponding sides.And based upon the combination of the particular side of those four dimensions, a particular type of personality is identified, which provides a distinct set of consistent behavioral characteristics. For instance, the “ISTP” in the bottom, left-hand corner has a name of “Virtuoso” and has three characteristics showing “Bold”, “Practictal”, and “Experimental” based upon being more of an introvert versus an extravert, using more of your senses versus intuition, using more of what you think than how you feel, and being more perceptive versus judgy. The model has more details associated with each of the distinct personality types and names for them depending upon who is describing them. For instance in the boxes, INTJ is called “The Architect” where in the circle diagram INTJ is called “Planner”. Similarly, INFJ is “The Advocate” versus “Visionary”.The characteristics based upon the dimensions are the same. The model has been refined more and more and the testing methodologies have become more and more effective at identifying an individual’s personality following the four dimensions of type and the multiple layers of how those dimensions overlap one another.The model has become one of the most widely-used personality tests in business and has lost some of its luster due to how an entire industry and pop culture has taken over by describing fictional characters and giving people the notion that they can aspire to have a specific personality type when typically your personality type is based upon deep-rooted and established identity factors.
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Dave Anderson has written multiple books about strategy and execution, and how it plays a role on performance.In his book “Unstoppable”, he describes four types of team members within an organization.They are specifically named “Undertakers”, “Caretakers”, “Playmakers”, and “Game changers”. Each type of team member has a description. But it’s not based upon the role a team member plays or the personality type a team member possesses. It’s based upon whether they are committed and making a difference. In effect, it’s about the team member’s attitude.Basically, Dave’s position is that organizations need to be filled with Game Changers. And to do that, those who are not already in the right “Game changer” mindset need to to get to that right mindset to produce the results that Game Changers produce.
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Mark Victor Hansen and Robert Allen wrote a great book entitled “The One Minute Millionaire” which included within it a description of the four types of personalities found on teams, namely “hares”, “owls”, “turtles”, and “squirrels”.Their explanation in the book suggests that teams operate best when the four HOTS personality types are present and work together even though the different personality types when embodied in different people may show a level of dislike towards one another.We need hares for the new ideas. We need turtles to vet those ideas. We need owls to have the hares and turtles to work effectively together. And we need squirrels to execute the plans that were created due to turtles vetting the ideas and owls getting the squirrels organized.Ideas to plans to organized execution creates success.
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The moral of the story with these different approaches is that teams are made up of different kinds of team members playing roles with different mindsets contributing to the success of the team in different ways.
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To get a sense of how these team member roles and personality types play out in the real world, let’s look at some examples of teams that were consistent championship-level high performing teams.I’m a big basketball fan and in particular NBA fan. Over the course of my time being a fan, which started in the 70s, there have been multiple NBA championship teams, which dominated sets of years.To give you a sense, the Celtics and Lakers won 8 out of 9 NBA championships between 1980 to 1988. The Pistons, Bulls, and Rockets won the next 10 NBA championships from 1989 to 1998. The Lakers won 3 NBA championships in a row from 2000 to 2002. The Heat won 2 NBA championships in a row from 2012 to 2013. And the Warriors won 3 out of 4 NBA championships from 2015 to 2018.I like talking about these NBA championship teams, specifically basketball due to the intricacies of the game as well as the NBA as the longevity of dominant players and their supporting cast demonstrating specific characteristics of championship teams.For those of you not as familiar with basketball, there are five players playing for a team at a time on the floor who are playing against five players of the other team on the floor. Teams have twelve eligible players to play and can substitute players in for other players to come out so as to change the dynamics of the team in terms of strategy and the resulting performance. For instance, a team can play a lot of taller and bigger players to push the other team around or change to a lot of smaller and faster players to run around the other team.And when those different circumstances are initiated by one team, the other team mostly likely will respond depending upon the ability of those different setups to perform in that fashion. It’s a bit of a “cat and mouse” kind of thing, which is what makes it so exciting for people like me who like the thinking part of it while also relying upon the effort part of performance.



Talent doesn’t win 
games.

Performance does.
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Because, one of the keys to having a championship or high-performing team is to have some superstars on the team. But having superstars on a team doesn’t necessarily produce championships. In effect, it gives an opportunity or the possibility to win championships.There is a saying that one of my coaches used to say to us and that I said when I was a coach, which is “Talent doesn’t win games. Performance does.”What that means is that only when you do what you need to do at a time when you need to do it will winning become a result. If you don’t need to do much to win, then you don’t need to do much. When what you are expected to do becomes more and more difficult and requires higher levels of performance as well as when more things could go wrong, higher levels of performance including focus, energy, persistence, and other characteristics that define what kind of results you drive become more elusive to even the God-given talented people.
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Recently, “The Last Dance”, a documentary series that ESPN made and presented to the world, showed a behind the scenes view of how Michael Jordan, Scottie Pippin, and the variety of players along with Coach Phil Jackson of the Chicago Bulls won six NBA championships in an eight-year span of time.Michael Jordan, arguably the best player whoever played the game, played in the NBA for a number of years before he made it to the finals and won Championships. It wasn’t until other factors came into play. And that was all on display in this documentary series.
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But rather than diving deeper into the Chicago Bulls, let’s look at a more local team and their two distinct journeys to championships.
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The interesting part of how a championship team comes together, though, oftentimes starts prior to when the team is actually put together. For example, to understand the Miami Heat’s first championship, we need to go all the way back to 1967 to when a young man named Pat Riley came out of college basketball and was drafted into the NBA as a player onto the LA Lakers team. He even won an NBA championship in 1972 learning what it took to play to a championship.Riley went on to end his playing days and joined the coaching staff for the LA Lakers and in 1979, was promoted to the head coach role of the LA Lakers. Riley coached the Lakers to multiple NBA championships and learned what it took to coach to a championship. During that time, Randy Pfund was hired to be an assistant coach under Riley.In 1995, Riley was hired to be the head coach of the Miami Heat the same year that Shaquille O’Neal was drafted into the NBA to the cross-state rival Orlando Magic. A year later, Pfund was hired to be the GM of the Miami Heat and Shaquille O’Neal was signed as a free agent onto the Lakers where he went on to win 3 NBA Championships, including 3 NBA Championship MVPs and an NBA MVP learning what it took to play to a championship.In 2003 and 2004, Randy Pfund drafted Dwayne Wade and traded to get Shaquille O’Neal to the Miami Heat along with a great supporting cast. And in 2006, the Miami Heat won their first NBA Championship.The key to winning the championship was the combination of championship level player acquisitions, championship level coaching, championship level superstars performing, and championship level supporting cast performing.So, getting the right types of team members onto the team to ensure all the roles are covered as Mr. Belbin described, having the mindset performing like Mr. Anderson’s “Game Changers”, having team members recognize and appreciate the different personality types to work best together as the Myers-Briggs chart describes, and having the right mix of ideas, questioning, planning, and executing to collectively reach success is what leads to high performance and in NBA basketball winning championships.
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Miami Heat is a great organization to show how an organization can withstand change and still win championships by then looking at the second and third NBA championships journey. We already know about the early beginnings of how Pat Riley and Dwayne Wade came into the picture from the first championship won in 2006. One part that wasn’t told during that time was that in 1997, Erik Spoelstra was hired by Randy Pfund as an assistant coach to Pat Riley.After the 2006 championship, the Miami Heat over the course of the next few years made it to the playoffs, but lost in the first round at best. And in 2008, Spoelstra took over as the new head coach and Riley took over as the GM.In 2010, Riley acquired LeBron James and Chris Bosh through trades to get them both onto the Miami Heat team and create a strong group of superstar players. The next year in 2011, the Miami Heat made it back to the NBA finals, but lost to the Dallas Mavericks. Then in 2012, the Miami Heat won their second NBA championship. Immediately following that, Pat Riley acquired Ray Allen, a former NBA championship winner while at the Boston Celtics. And in 2013, the Miami Heat won their third NBA championship and as a back-to-back champion gained their place in history. In 2014, the Miami Heat made it to the NBA finals again, but lost a close-fought series against the San Antonio Spurs.The keys again to these championships and high performing years were the combination of the right individual contributors, the right team-oriented approach and commitment.So, to reach championships and high performance is as simple as that … no, not really. It’s not simple. There’s a great deal of focused effort required to build championship-level or high-performing teams and organizations. And the main ingredients were on display in the Miami Heat organization.
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Miami Heat is a great organization to show how an organization can withstand change and still win championships by then looking at the second and third NBA championships journey. We already know about the early beginnings of how Pat Riley and Dwayne Wade came into the picture from the first championship won in 2006. One part that wasn’t told during that time was that in 1997, Erik Spoelstra was hired by Randy Pfund as an assistant coach to Pat Riley.After the 2006 championship, the Miami Heat over the course of the next few years made it to the playoffs, but lost in the first round at best. And in 2008, Spoelstra took over as the new head coach and Riley took over as the GM.In 2010, Riley acquired LeBron James and Chris Bosh through trades to get them both onto the Miami Heat team and create a strong group of superstar players. The next year in 2011, the Miami Heat made it back to the NBA finals, but lost to the Dallas Mavericks. Then in 2012, the Miami Heat won their second NBA championship. Immediately following that, Pat Riley acquired Ray Allen, a former NBA championship winner while at the Boston Celtics. And in 2013, the Miami Heat won their third NBA championship and as a back-to-back champion gained their place in history. In 2014, the Miami Heat made it to the NBA finals again, but lost a close-fought series against the San Antonio Spurs.The keys again to these championships and high performing years were the combination of the right individual contributors, the right team-oriented approach and commitment.So, to reach championships and high performance is as simple as that … no, not really. It’s not simple. There’s a great deal of focused effort required to build championship-level or high-performing teams and organizations. And the main ingredients were on display in the Miami Heat organization.
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What other factors result in high performance?To explore those factors that affect the performance of teams within an organization, I am going to use a three-legged stool. The reason I use a three-legged stool is because there are three major factors that affect an organization’s ability to attain and retain high performing teams.Those three major factors are culture, strategy, and leadership.And for any of you that are familiar with a three-legged stool, the only comfortable way to support anything on that stool is to have a balance with the three legs. In other words, you can’t have one leg much more pronounced than the others and still continue to be balanced.



An organizational culture is a set of learned 
values, beliefs, and shared assumptions 

through interaction with others that orient 
individuals to perceive, think, feel, and 

behave in order to build acceptance within an 
organization.
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To understand how my collaboration partners and I think, let me present to you some definitions of these three main factors the way we think of them.The first major factor is culture. An organizational culture is a set of learned values, beliefs, and shared assumptions … learned through interactions with other individuals in the organization … that orient everyone to perceive, think, feel, and behave in a way that builds acceptable unity with that organization.If you have an organization that constantly questions the status quo and is all about new innovation, then the actions among people throughout the organization will drive a culture that either makes that possible or not. I mean … I’ve been with startups that at one point had impromptu collaborative sessions over a game of foosball. Then when the company grew and an acquisition brought new executives that believed in a different culture, then billability demands became the standard benchmark of performance and those impromptu collaborative sessions went away. So, those people who thrived in the startup culture felt very constrained in the accountability culture. And that’s not to poo-poo on billability. If done right, billability and customer satisfaction cultures drive high performance as well. I am simply showing that culture is what it is and is a factor in levels of performance. It’s the consistency and alignment across the organization that drives the performance.
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Whether the organization is large, medium, or small, you can research any of the companies who achieved a spot on the Entrepreneur.com list of companies with the top company culture.To get on the list, organizational leaders, managers, and contributors provide information related to 24 factors across seven areas. Those seven areas are alignment, effectiveness, connection, management, engagement, leadership and basics, including pay, benefits and training.The Entrepreneur.com assessment looks at how the organizations’ individual contributors behave and expect others to behave and what are their beliefs, values, and shared assumptions.



An organizational strategy is a set of 
aspirations based upon the value being 

delivered to customers, and a high-level plan 
to achieve strive towards those aspirations 
while considering organizational strengths 

and weaknesses.
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The second major factor is strategy.Strategy defined is the aspiration of an organization. It’s based upon the value that the organization delivers to customers. And the strategy should also incorporate an organizational-level plan that takes under consideration organizational strengths and weaknesses.There are a lot of thought leaders on strategy that also incorporate competitive advantages in their definitions. From our perspective, by virtue of providing value to the customer, whether that be different or the same as another provider, the organization will still have a strategy that will guide all of the individual contributors within the organization. For an organization’s longevity, though, … especially in a competitive environment … uniqueness in the value delivered to customers must be the competitive advantage.
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Again, I’m going to apologize about using sports metaphors in case you are not as aware of the sports themselves. In this case, I am going to use American football and I’m going to use a grand scale version, the National Football League so as to not worry about only having players for a certain period of time like at universities, high schools, or even little leagues. Also, the NFL teams are businesses.For example, there is a front office with administrative staff and executive management like any other business. Then there are staffs that take care of the various areas or functions of the business … like contracts, marketing, and so on. The coaching staff and players have the highest profile part of the organization because it relates to the games and are glamorized. But even within the coaching staff, there are layers, such as the offense, defense, special teams, and within those teams there are specialist coaches and players … like quarterbacks, running backs, linemen, receivers, or defensive linemen, linebackers, and defensive backs.So, a strategy that provides value to customers for an NFL team may be to win a championship … or possibly make the playoffs … or possibly have a winning season at the highest level, while each layer may have a more specific strategy that leverages its strengths and reduces the risks of its vulnerabilities all while continuing to be aligned to the overall organizational strategy.



Organizational leadership is the aggregate 
level of inspiration and motivation that drives 

individual contributors to do what is 
necessary to achieve what the organization 

set out to do.
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The third major factor is strategy.Leadership is all about how individuals inspire and motivate others. It’s not necessarily an executive thing or a management thing, it is an individual contributor thing. Whether the inspiration and motivation is through communication or setting an example or anything else that rallies each individual contributor to be a part of something that they believe in.
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Leadership is about inspiration and motivation. It’s the speeches before a game. It’s the cheerleading during a game. It’s the post-game lessons speeches after the game. But it’s not only communication. It’s also doing things in a manner that shoes empathy and compassion, for example helping when help is needed.Leadership is not management. It’s not pulling the strings trying to control the actions of another. It’s not standing over others to monitor what is being done. It’s not forcing people to put a bunch of effort in and not getting anywhere.Leadership comes from all directions to all directions within an organization. Whether that be an individual in the group stepping up. Or an individual bringing others along. Or as simple as congratulating another individual or a group of individuals recognizing the achievement of the team.
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The true key to building a foundation to allow an organization and teams within it to reach championship levels or high performance is to recognize that the three major aspects that have been described work together.
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Who we are.What we aspire to do.How inspired are we to do it.And those three major factors aligned and energized together determine the strength of the foundation to produce high performance teams.
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So, knowing the major aspects of a strong foundation to attain high performance, the specific goal of championships or high-performance is clearer similar to how an ‘X’ marks the spot on a treasure map.The path to converting the potential of a strong foundation into the actual high performance, though, is not so clear until knowing where you currently are.
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To get a sense as to the degree of balance for an organization, assessments need to be employed.There are many different kinds of assessments that are available. Those we feel are the most effective are those that have an abundant of research behind them and require special training to fully leverage them.For my collaboration partners and me, we use individual contributor surveys, facilitated group discussions, and one-on-one coaching sessions to collect data that then can be entered into a variety of assessment systems.My team then gets together and discusses the raw results produced by the assessments to ensure we are fully prepared to address the questions that our clients will have after we present the results to them.My team then creates a set of charts to be used when presenting the results from the assessments indicating targeted opportunities. Some of these charts are directly produced by the assessment systems. Some are representations of our analysis of the assessment raw results.
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In effect, the starting point is identified on the map.So, now with a starting point indicated through the assessments, and an ‘X’ marking where the desired end point is, a path to success becomes apparent.However, in all transformational journeys, there are obstacles. I mean, if it were easy, everyone would do it and there would be no need for building expertise into the organization, or call upon expert assistance or guidance to help along the journey.
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There will be typical obstacles that thinkers and doers and those who are committed to the effort will be able to avoid or overcome.Depending upon the various paths to take, more or less time and effort will be required to reach the destination.
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Most often in times of transformation, there will be obstacles that will not be typical and will not be understood by the transforming organization no matter how much thinking, doing, and commitment there is.During these times, new knowledge, skills, and expertise are required to be able to avoid and/or overcome those obstacles.If not, attaining the end result of a transformation can become elusive and ultimately be abandoned by organizations whose commitment was not worthy to reach championship levels and high-performance.
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The transformation journey is not easy, though. It requires commitment, focus, and discipline.Individuals within organizations can get frustrated, down in the dumps, or angry when not achieving the kinds of results they feel they are worthy of.The path to preparedness to successfully overcome those obstacles that plague an organization—such as team member discontent, lack of trust, non-engagement, misalignment, and many others—is to power up strengths and shore-up weaknesses through exercise … and by learning the new knowledge, skills, and expertise required that was not native and was holding the organization back.



You play how 
you practice.
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Although I showed figures exercising in the previous slide, the types of activities that we employ to help organizations unlock potential and provide opportunities for learning the required knowledge, skills, and expertise to avoid and overcome obstacles and to attain high performance are not physical exercises.We setup activities that require thinking, communication, cooperation, collaboration, creativity, acceptance, leadership, and focus.We also ensure there is a reasonable amount of stress through competition, conflict, and scarcity so as to prepare the individuals for those times when they need to dig deep when necessary.Another sports coaching adage I subscribe to is “You play how you practice.” and when I was a coach, I had my teams practice harder than when they were playing in games so that they were prepared.
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Some individual contributors on teams will become enlightened sooner than others.As an organization, high-performance will stay elusive if those individual contributors try to get to the destination of high performance on their own.Instead, those enlightened individual contributors need to embrace leadership roles, whether they be in management or not. They need to help others out and up when they need it or can benefit from it, help others reach new levels, and begin to see the benefits of working together.Eventually, your leaders will stand outand teams throughout the organization will begin to follow and show appreciation to the leaders, and celebrate together when high performance actions begin to show high performance results.
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Once the new transformational knowledge, skills, and expertise have become habitual activities and fully embraced by the organizational individual contributors, the path on the map from where an organization starts to where it wants to be, will not be so daunting and the obstacles will only require the new known and practiced ways required to avoid or overcome those previously-thought-to-be challenging obstacles.
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This presentation has been all about high performance teams.The reason my collaboration partners and I think and feel that high performance teams and their organizations are important is because of our view on what customers deserve in the market. We start everything from the customer’s perspective.And we expect our clients to complete a customer perception index assessment where their 10 largest customers, 10 newest and oldest customers, and 10 smallest customers participate. This isn’t a net promoter score. Those are not important at discovering which customers are going to help a business thrive and what the value that is being delivered to them is valuable to them. A customer perception index assessment is more related to a customer’s perception of the behaviors of our client and where consistency of behavior no matter size and new-ness of a customer exists.We then leverage our Certified Customer Experience Professional and our Business Relationship Management Professional expertise to assess the organization’s culture, strategy, and leadership and how they play a role in the behaviors that a customer perceives.
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Establishing that the ‘X’ that marks the spot representing the level of customer satisfaction desired, and to transform an organization into one that is built upon high performance teams, we follow the Lean Six Sigma “DMAIC” approach, whose first three phases are to define, measure, and analyze the organization’s current state and get that “You are here.” for the organization.In effect, we help an organization realize what they do, why they do it, and how well they do it and relate that to what they thought they did, why they thought they did it, and how well they thought they did it from a disconnected and objective perspective.
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Establishing that the ‘X’ that marks the spot representing the level of customer satisfaction desired, and to transform an organization into one that is built upon high performance teams, we follow the Lean Six Sigma “DMAIC” approach, whose first three phases are to define, measure, and analyze the organization’s current state and get that “You are here.” for the organization.In effect, we help an organization realize what they do, why they do it, and how well they do it and relate that to what they thought they did, why they thought they did it, and how well they thought they did it from a disconnected and objective perspective.
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The “DMAIC” approach then follows with the two final phases of Improve and Control, which is where we guide and assist the organization through transformation efforts leveraging our Certified Project Management Professional and Certified Change Management Professional expertise.In effect, building the transforming organization’s knowledge, skills, and expertise to attain the high performance it seeks and its customers seek.And once we have an organization operating in a manner that oozes high performance, we guide and assist the organization to sustain the required factors of high performance leveraging our Certified Objective and Key Results expertise as well as our Certified Professional Coach expertise.
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In conclusion, high performance matters!!It’s what generates more happy customers—if not raving fans—of the why, what, and how an organization delivers value. With happier customers, high performance produces higher profitability. There are tons of studies that demonstrate it.
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But you don’t have to use our blueprint to successfully attain high performance. There are other approaches and techniques to get teams and organizations to championships or high performance.You need to first believe that it is attainable.Then take inventory to ensure all the right pieces are available. If not, get them.Then figure out how to put the pieces together.Then after that, continue to look for opportunities by discovering missing pieces as we all should be comfortable that nothing is perfect. Improvements are always available.
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Let me take us back to the beginning of my time presenting here and review what I said I was going to do.I said the objectives of the session were to present some ideas to all of you about what I personally observed through my career and ideas from research that I discovered that provided me a better understanding of what I had observed.I also said that I would present some concepts, tools, and techniques that my partners and I created to help individual team members, teams, and organizations reach high performance.So let’s take an inventory of how I did.First, I talked about the dynamics of individual contributors and used the Miami Heat as an example of how the right team members affect teams reaching high performance.I then talked about the major aspects of an organizational foundation, “Culture”, “Strategy”, and “Leadership” and how they affect organizations allow for teams reaching high performance.I then talked about transformation from an organization or team that wants to reach high performance to one that attains and retains it and how my partners and I follow a DMAIC approach and our collective certified expertise to do that.We have flown through a lot in this short period of time. My goal was not to short-change you, but to encourage you to strive for high performance, believe you can reach high performance, and take action to get there.
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At this stage of our time together, I invite your questions.



wagz@mindfulprojectleadership.com
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Well, that’s our time together.I would like to thank each and every one of you for attending.If I have peaked your interest, please check out my Mindful Project Leadership YouTube channel, LinkedIn group, Twitter feed, or Facebook page.You can also catch me and thought leaders in this space when we have our discussions on the “Working Better Together with Winnie and Wagz” podcast.For briefer presentations about specific topics, you can also find videos of mine on ProjectBites.Please reach out via e-mail to stay in touch at my wagz@mindfulprojectleadership.com e-mail address.Have a wonderful day everybody.
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